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a b s t r a c t

With the increasing awareness of data security in emerging applications, Artificial Intelligence (AI)-
enabled security mechanism has begun to receive growing attention. This special issue assembles a
set of 14 papers, which provide in-depth research results to report the advance of security and privacy
in AI and AI-enabled secure emerging applications. This preface provides an overview of all articles.

© 2022 Published by Elsevier B.V.
In recent years, the collection, processing, and analysis of
ersonal data have become greatly convenient and widespread, as
he continuous advancement of emerging applications such as so-
ial networks, Internet of Things (IoT), and cloud computing. This
lso makes sensitive information more vulnerable to abuses, and
hus secure mechanisms and technologies tailored for emerging
pplications need to be explored urgently [1,2].
Artificial Intelligence (AI) with the benefits of enhancing effi-

iency and improving accuracy has been widely used in academia
nd industry [3]. From a privacy and security angle, AI brings
bout both opportunities and challenges for emerging applica-
ions. On the one hand, AI can help interested parties to better
rotect privacy in challenging situations, improving the state-of-
he-art of security solutions. On the other hand, AI also presents
isks of opaque decision making, biased algorithms, and safety
ulnerabilities, challenging traditional notions of privacy protec-
ion.

The purpose of this special issue is to bring together re-
earchers and practitioners working on network security and AI
ommunities to present their recent researches and applications,
nd also to show how to seize opportunities and overcome chal-
enges brought about by AI in security and privacy of emerging
pplications. After a thorough review process, this special issue
as selected a set of 14 papers, which provide new insights on
he above-mentioned research areas.

Zhang et al. [4] propose a distributed edge Quality of Ser-
ice(QoS) prediction with privacy-preserving model (DEQP2) in
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edge computing networks. Based on this model, they design a
distributed edge differential privacy QoS prediction algorithm
to provide a comprehensive consideration for the influence of
user preferences and the edge environment. The experimental re-
sults show that DEQP2 provides measurable privacy preservation
without significantly reducing the accuracy.

Aguilar et al. [5] propose a pattern-based classifier for one-
class classification problems, PBC4occ. Besides, they introduce the
first contrast pattern mining algorithm utilizing decision trees for
one-class classification. The comparable experiments show that
PBC4occ achieves the best average value for both area under the
curve (AUC) and equal error rate (EER) metrics.

Yang et al. [6] design a privacy-and-integrity-protecting den-
sity peaks clustering algorithm in the ciphertext domain (PIDPC).
Specifically, PIDPC leverages BFV homomorphic encryption and
order-preserving encryption to achieve batch homomorphic op-
erations and ciphertext comparisons, respectively. In addition,
they design three optimization algorithms to improve efficiency.
Extensive experiments demonstrate that PIDPC guarantees clus-
tering accuracy while ensuring the privacy of training data and
the integrity of returned results.

Chen et al. [7] focus on ℓ0-norm attacks in the deep neural
network. To improve the performance of classifying low quality
images, they propose a method named space transformation pixel
defender (STPD) to transform an image into a latent space and
separate the perturbed pixels from the normal pixels. The results
on three real datasets show that STPD can effectively defend
against ℓ0-norm attacks.

Ren et al. [8] propose a privacy-protected intelligent crowd-

sourcing scheme based on reinforcement learning (PICRL). PICRL
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elects appropriate participants without knowing the environ-
ent of the sensing model by utilizing Q-learning. In addition,
ICRL provides effective trust evaluation by considering privacy
rust, crowd trust, and hybrid active trust. Extensive simulation
xperiments verify the effectiveness of the proposed PICRL.
Wu et al. [9] propose a malicious user detection method based

n the Hidden Markov Model in the crowdsensing system. The
roposed method takes users’ observations as input and reports
alicious users with the assistance of a pre-detection phase.
esides, the authors present an anti-malicious task allocation
echanism to prevent malicious users from taking assignments.
xperimental results show that the proposed detection algorithm
an identify malicious users with high accuracy.
Wu et al. [10] propose a federated learning scheme by combin-

ng the adaptive gradient descent strategy and differential privacy
echanism. The proposed scheme is suitable for multi-party col-

aborative modelling scenarios. Experimental results demonstrate
hat the proposed scheme performs better than the traditional
odels under fixed communication costs.
Bugshan et al. [11] propose a differential privacy model that

uites Radial Base Function Network (RBFN). They utilize a Gaus-
ian mechanism to perturb the hidden layer gradients during the
raining phase to minimize privacy leakage. Furthermore, they
ine-tuned the hyperparameters and noise coefficient to achieve
reasonable tradeoff. Experiments results on five datasets of
iffering distributions show that accuracy degradation is minimal
hen the dataset has high intra-class variation.
Haseeb et al. [12] propose an Autoencoder (AE)-based feature

onstruction approach to determine the behavioural patterns of
oT attacks. Their approach removes the dependency of manually
orrelating commands and generates an efficient representation
y automatically learning the semantic similarity. Evaluation re-
ults show that the proposed approach has high accuracy in
etermining IoT attacks.
Tang et al. [13] propose a method based on data mining tech-

ology to detect Low-rate Denial of Service (LDoS) attacks. More-
ver, they summarize three abnormal features of the network
nder LDoS attacks. The results from the experimental simulation
erify that the developed method can effectively detect LDoS
ttacks with optimal detection cost and high accuracy.
Jangra et al. [14] propose two hide sensitive high utility item-

ets (SHUIs) hiding algorithms, MinMax and Weighted, to im-
rove the data utility by minimizing the misses cost. Experiments
n various datasets show that the proposed algorithms perform
etter than the existing SHUIs hiding algorithms, resulting in
ewer distortions of non-sensitive knowledge.

Xu et al. [15] research the problem of secure and verifiable
ederated learning. They propose a NIVP-DS scheme based on the
ual-server model and random matrix coding. In order to realize
erifiability, the authors introduce a cross-verification method
ased on credible matrix exchange. The experiment results verify
he effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

Tang et al. [16] focus on detecting the variant of Android
alware obfuscation. They propose an Android malware detec-

ion system MGOPDroid, which can be deployed on mobile de-
ices to support real-time monitoring and detecting application.
ompared with the previous methods, MGOPDroid has obvious
dvantages in the efficiency of anti-obfuscation.
170
Croft et al. [17] focus on the privacy protection of images.
They propose a facial identity obfuscation method that applies
differential privacy to image encodings in a generative adver-
sarial network. In addition, they use principal component anal-
ysis to control the magnitude of noises in order to achieve a
favourable trade-off between privacy and utility. The comparison
experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of their approach.
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